Amazing, Organic Soil Enhancer
for all Vegetable Gardens,
Flowers and Household Plants.

"Feed the soil, not the plant" is fundamental to organic soil management, but standard fertilizer
recommendations are based only on plant responses to the fertilizers. Keeping your soil at a
balanced pH of 6 to 6.3.is a major part of maintaining soil health and fertility.
Best-Gro™ is a patented organic garden enhancer containing a unique and beneficial soil
micro-organism. This friendly non-toxic micro-organism has been present in its natural state for
many millennia. Found in a farming community in Iceland in the early 1980's, it was selectively
cultured to perform its distinctive role.
Best-Gro’s™ bacterium (Bacillus Laterosporus BOD strain) works by accelerating the
photosynthetic process. The millions of nitrogen fixing bacteria release high energy nutrients
and supply essential nitrogen for optimum growth. It also rejuvenates and conditions the soil by
stabilizing the pH factor at 6.1±.05 within the optimum range. Therefore, these microorganisms
greatly improve the soil fertility. Because Best-Gro™ makes the plants stronger, yields increase
via the combined effects mentioned above.
Please note that Best-Gro™ is not a subject of Bio-engineering. Unlike chemical fertilizers,
Best-Gro™ will neither damage nor injure the soil nor negatively impact the environment. BestGro™ improves overall plant health. Both commercial growers and home gardeners have
achieved excellent results. Best-Gro™ can also be used in hydroponics applications for
increased production. Dramatic increases in growth have been documented by laboratory tests.
100% Environmentally Safe
Reduces Fertilizer Needs
Promotes Growth of roots
Maintains Essential Minerals
Stabilizes Soil pH
Best-Gro™ for the home garden is available in convenient bottles of 8 oz of concentrated liquid
and is enough to cover 2,500 square feet. Larger sizes are available. Best of all it is simple to
use; simply mix one ounce per gallon of clean water and apply to the root areas. Best-Gro™
may also be used as a spray to control many pests and fungi problems.
Best-Gro™ is patented and made in the USA.
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